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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to present some results regarding the
stability and bifurcation of stationary solutions of a delay-diffusion equa-
tion of general form
u x , t s Du x , t q f x , u x , t , u x , t y t , x g V , .  .  .  . .t
u x , t s 0, x g ­ V , . 1 .
w xu x , t s c x , t , x , t g V = yt , 0 , .  .  .
where V is a bounded open set in Rn with the smooth boundary ­ V and
the delay t is some positive number. Although the results will be stated for
the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, they are also valid
in the Neumann case. Throughout, f will be assumed to be at least a C 1
function of the second and third variables, and continuous in the space
variable x.
 .It is well known that the simpler version of Eq. 1 with no diffusion,
that is,
u t s f u t , u t y t , 2 .  .  .  . .t
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w xcan already display quite a rich behaviour of solutions 4, 10, 20 , such as
periodic and transverse homoclinic orbits. This latter type of solution, for
instance, implies the existence of chaos in the sense of T. Y. Li and J. A.
 w x.Yorke see 9 . While it is obvious that this behaviour must also be
 .present in some equations of the form of 1 }in the case of Neumann
 .boundary conditions, for instance, where constant solutions in space form
 .an invariant subspace and satisfy 2 }there are many new interesting
questions arising because of the introduction of diffusion.
The idea here is thus to look at some of the aspects that are specific of
 .  .1 and which make it different from 2 . These can basically be divided
into two categories, both of course related to the fact that solutions now
are also functions of a space variable.
The first of these refers to the type of stationary solutions that may be
stable, with particular emphasis on the case where f does not depend
explicitly on the space variable. While in the case of the delay-difference
 .equation 2 this is a nonexistent problem, it turns out to be a very
interesting and important question in the case of scalar reaction-diffusion
w xequations with no delay 1, 13, 18 . So, it is natural to consider this
question when combining two types of effects: diffusion and delay. An-
other reason for doing so is that it is known that the introduction of a
functional term in a reaction-diffusion equation can, in some cases, allow
for more complex stationary solutions to be stable, when compared to the
standard parabolic problem
u x , t s Du x , t q f u x , t . .  .  . .t
This is, for instance, the case with certain types of nonlocal equations for
which it is known that sign-changing and inhomogeneous stationary solu-
tions can be stable in the cases of Dirichlet boundary conditions on balls
wand Neumann boundary conditions on convex domains, respectively 2, 5,
x6 . It actually turns out that this is not the case for scalar delay-diffusion
equations of the type above, in the sense that if a stationary solution w is
 .stable for 1 , then there exists a related standard reaction-diffusion
equation for which w will also be a stable stationary solution. Apart from
w xthe results for the particular case of monotone systems in 14 , there does
not seem to exist any previous reference to this fact in the literature.
It will also be shown that the stability of a stationary solution for small
delays or when the derivative of f with respect to the term with delay is
.very small is the same as in the case where there is no delay present
 . w xt s 0 . Up to a certain extent, this complements the result in 7 , that, for
 .sufficiently small delays, globally bounded trajectories of 1 do not oscil-
late but converge to equilibria.
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Some of these results can be extended to the case of several delays.
 .A second aspect of 1 which will be partially addressed here and which
is, in a certain sense, particular of this equation, is related to the linearisa-
 .  .tion of 1 around a stationary solution. In the case of Eq. 2 , it can be
 .easily checked that this linearisation can have at most two simple
eigenvalues with zero real parts. Consequently, the dimension of the
centre manifold of an equilibrium will be at most two in this case, and the
analytical study of any complicated behaviour has to be done by looking at
more complicated solutions, such as periodic orbits. There are some ways
 .of modifying Eq. 2 while still working with an ordinary differential
equation and for which this dimension can be increased. One such exam-
w x w xple is given in 8 , by introducing multiple delays}see also 17 . Here it is
shown that, adding diffusion to the problem can, to a certain extent at
least, have a similar effect. It is now possible to build an equation which is
 .of the form of 1 and for which the linearisation around an equilibrium
 .has an arbitrarily high number of simple eigenvalues on the imaginary
axis. There will, however, exist some restrictions to this. The first of these
is due to the fact that one of the results needed in the proof is not
available in dimension greater than one. This, however, seems to be only
of a technical nature.
As for other restrictions, and in order to be more precise, consider the
equation
u x , t s u x , t q a x u x , t q bu x , t y t q g x , u x , t , .  .  .  .  .  . .t x x
 .  .where a and g are smooth enough functions, g x, 0 s D g x, 0 ' 0 and2
b is a constant. Then, given a positive integer m, it will be shown that it is
possible to choose a, b, and t such that the dimension of the centre
manifold of the trivial solution of this equation is equal to 2m. This also
  . .implies that for the case of the linear equation g x, u ' 0 , it is possible
to have trajectories which are dense in an m-torus. Some of the analysis
 .done in this case particularly some of the results in Section 3.1 is not
new, as this case reduces to a countable number of transcendental equa-
 .tions of the type associated with Eq. 2 . However, the presentation given
here is slightly different than usual and seems to be more suitable for the
present discussion.
The first major restriction is that the location of these eigenvalues will
not be independent; that is, given any finite sequence of positive real
numbers, say v , v , . . . , v , it is not possible, in general, to guarantee0 1 my1
that there exist a, b, and t such that the linearised equation around the
trivial solution has "iv , " iv , . . . , " iv as eigenvalues. However, it0 1 my1
is possible to prove that these numbers can be made to be rationally
independent.
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The second restriction, and perhaps a more important one from the
point of view of dynamics, is that it is possible to prove that in order for
the dimension of the centre manifold of the origin to be 2m, with m larger
than one, there must also exist eigenvalues with positive real parts. This
means that any solutions bifurcating from zero under these conditions will
be unstable. In the case where m s 1, it is also possible to characterize the
eigenfunctions associated with these eigenvalues and to see that any
bifurcation from two complex eigenvalues into a stable periodic orbit must
be associated with a real and positive eigenfunction.
The question of whether these restrictions still apply in the more
general case when b is a function of x, or whether they can be lifted by
choosing it in an appropriate way, seems to be more delicate and will not
be addressed here.
The main tool used throughout the paper is linearisation around station-
ary solutions. The idea is to compare the linear equation that is associated
 .with 1 with the one that is obtained from the related reaction-diffusion
problem,
u s Du q f x , u , u , x g V . 3 .  .t
 .The relation between this and 1 is that both equations share the same set
of stationary solutions, which makes it possible to compare the correspond-
w xing linearised equations. From the results in 3, 5 , for instance, one then
 .has that local stability properties of the stationary solutions of Eq. 1 can
be inferred from the stability of the trivial solution of these linear
equations, which can in turn be obtained by studying the associated
eigenvalue problems.
Note that in the case of nonlocal equations referred to previously, it is
not straightforward to obtain a local equation which has exactly the same
set of stationary solutions. In particular, this gives some indications as to
 .why one should expect the result that a stationary solution of 1 can only
 .  .be stable if it is stable stationary solution of 3 . Equation 3 can also be
 .viewed as the limit case of 1 when t is zero.
The paper is basically divided into two parts. The first deals with the
question of stability of stationary solutions, while the second addresses
questions related to the type of bifurcation that may occur from these
solutions.
2. STABILITY OF STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
2.1. The General Case
 . d  . d .For the case of Eq. 1 , let N w and N w denote the number ofq 0
 .eigenvalues counting multiplicities of the linearised problem around a
stationary solution w, with positive and with zero real parts, respectively,
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d  . d  .and define N w and N w as the number of real positive and zeroq, r 0, r
 .  .eigenvalues of the linearisation around w. For Eq. 3 , let N w andq
 .N w denote, respectively, the number of positive and zero eigenvalues0
 .counting multiplicities of the linearised problem around a stationary
solution w.
The main result of this section is
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let w be a stationary solution of Eq. 1 . Then, if w is an
 .  .unstable stationary solution of 3 , it is also an unstable solution of 1 .
Furthermore,
N d G N .q, r q
 .As a consequence, the instability index of w as a solution of 1 is greater than
 .or equal to its instability index as a solution of 3 .
 .In particular, if w is a stable solution of 1 , then it must also be a stable
 .solution of 3 . This implies that the restrictions imposed on the different
type of stationary solutions that may be stable in the usual reaction-diffu-
sion equation when there is no explicit dependence on the space variable
 .are still valid for Eq. 1 .
 .COROLLARY 2.2. If f in 1 does not depend explicitly on x and V is
a ball, then the only stationary solutions that may be stable do not change sign
in V.
 .COROLLARY 2.3. Consider Eq. 1 in the case of homogeneous Neumann
 .boundary conditions. Then, if f in 1 does not depend explicitly on x, and V
is a con¨ex domain, the only stationary solutions that may be stable are
constant.
w xFor the proofs in the case where there is no delay see 11, 1 , respec-
tively.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following result
LEMMA 2.4. Consider the eigen¨alue problem
Du q a x u q eylt b x u s lu , x g V , .  .
4 .
u x s 0, x g ­ V . .
If the eigen¨alue problem
D¨ q a x q b x ¨ s g ¨ , x g V , .  .
5 .
¨ x s 0, x g ­ V , .
 .  .has m positi¨ e real eigen¨alues counting multiplicities , then problem 4 will
 .ha¨e at least m positi¨ e eigen¨alues counting multiplicities for all positi¨ e
¨alues of t .
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Proof. Consider the auxiliary eigenvalue problem
Df q a x q pb x f s sf , x g V , .  .
6 .
f x s 0, x g ­ V . .
q  .  .For any p g R , problem 6 has a sequence of eigenvalues s p )0 0
 .  .s p G s p G . . . , where each eigenvalue is repeated according to its1 2
multiplicity. Furthermore, each of the s 's is a continuous function of pk
 .  .on this interval, and s 1 s g , where g is an eigenvalue of 5 . Also,k k k
 . ys k p.ts 0 is a finite real number for all k. Finally, note that if p s e fork
some positive p and t , and some integer k, then l s s will also be a realk
 .eigenvalue of 4 for that particular value of t .
 .Assume now that g is a positive eigenvalue of 5 and consider thej
 . ys tcurves s s s p and p s e in the plane ps . Then, by continuity, it isj
clear that there must exist at least one point where these curves intersect
 .  .  .see Fig. 1 . Denoting this point by p*, s * , it follows that l s s p* sj
 .s * is a real eigenvalue of 4 . Also, since p* must be less than one, it
follows that l ) 0. This argument can now be repeated for all the positive
 .eigenvalues of 5 , yielding the desired result.
Remark 2.1. It can happen that for two distinct positive real eigenval-
 .  .ues of 5 the two eigenvalues of 4 given by the construction above
coincide. This means that this is a multiple eigenvalue.
 . ys tFIG. 1. Graphs of s p and p s e .j
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 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is sufficient to notice that 4 corresponds to
 .  .  .the linearisation of Eq. 1 around w, with a x s D f x, w, w and2
 .  .  .  .b x s D f x, w, w , while 5 corresponds to the linearisation of 33
around the same solution.
Lemma 2.4 can be generalised to the case of several delays.
LEMMA 2.5. Consider the eigen¨alue problem
m
ylt jDu q a x u q b x e u s lu , x g V , .  . j
js1 7 .
u x s 0, x g ­ V . .
If the eigen¨alue problem
m
D¨ q a x q b x ¨ s g ¨ , x g V , .  . j
js1 8 .
¨ x s 0, x g ­ V , .
 .  .has m positi¨ e real eigen¨alues counting multiplicities , then problem 7 will
 .ha¨e at least m positi¨ e eigen¨alues counting multiplicities for all
 .  q.mt , t , . . . , t g R .1 2 m
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4, consider the auxiliary eigenvalue
problem
m
Df q a x q p b x f s sf , x g V , .  . j j
js1 9 .
f x s 0, x g ­ V . .
 .  q.m  .For any p s p , . . . , p g R , problem 9 has a sequence of eigen-1 m 0
 .  .  .values s p ) s p G s p G . . . , where each eigenvalue is repeated0 1 2
according to its multiplicity. Furthermore, each of the s 's is a continuousk
 .function of p, and s 1, . . . , 1 s g , where g denotes the eigenvalues ofk k k
 .  .8 . Also, s 0 is a finite real number for all k. Finally, note that ifk
p s eys k p.t j for all j s 1, . . . , m ,j
for some p and some integer k, then l s s will also be a real eigenvaluek
 .  .of 7 , for that particular value of t s t , t , . . . , t .1 2 m
 .Assume now that g is a positive eigenvalue of 8 and consider the setsk
 . ys t j  .s s s p and p s e in the m q 1 -dimensional space ps . Thek j
system
p s eys t j , j s 1, . . . , m ,j
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can be written as
s s y 1rt ln p .  .1 1
p s pt j rt 1 , j s 1, . . . , m.j 1
From the second equation, it follows that as p decreases from 1 towards1
 .  .0, the point p , . . . , p describes a line G on the space p , . . . , p that1 m 1 m
 .  .connects the point 1, . . . , 1 to 0, . . . , 0 . When p s 1, all the other p 's1 j
are also 1, and the first equation gives s s 0. As p goes to zero, all the1
other p 's approach zero, while s goes to plus infinity.j
 .  .Since s 1, . . . , 1 ) 0 and, clearly, s 0 - q`, it follows that therek k
 U U .must exist one point p* s p , . . . , p on the line G, for which1 m
pU s eys k p
U
j .t j for all j s 1, . . . , m ,j
 .  .which implies that s p* is an eigenvalue of 7 . Since all the p 's arek j
 .smaller than one, it follows that s p* ) 0.k
Using this lemma, one can obtain similar results to Theorem 2.1 and
Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 for an equation with a finite number of delays.
2.2. The Case of Small Delays
The results in the previous section imply that unstable equilibria of
equations with no delay must remain unstable when t is increased from
zero. It is also of interest to see what happens to the stable solutions of Eq.
 . w x3 . From the result in 7 mentioned in the introduction and the fact that
 .zero can only be eigenvalue of 4 if and only if it is also an eigenvalue of
 .5 , one would expect that no change in stability should occur, for small
delays. This is indeed the fact, as the following result shows.
 .THEOREM 2.6. Let w be a stationary solution of 1 , and let
B s max b x , .M
xgV
 .where b x is as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then
N d w s N w , N d w s N w .  .  .  .q q 0 0
w .for all t g 0, t * , where t * satisfies
t *B s 1.M
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 .Proof. First note that zero is an eigenvalue of 4 with multiplicity m if
 .and only if it is an eigenvalue of 5 with the same multiplicity. From this it
follows that the only way in which stability can change is by having some
complex eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis as t is increased. It is thus
sufficient to prove that, under the hypothesis of the theorem, all nonreal
eigenvalues have negative real parts.
 .Assume that l is a complex eigenvalue of 4 with eigenfunction u.
Then l is also an eigenvalue with eigenfunction u. Combining the two
 .  .equations for l, u and l, u gives
2 2ylt ylt < < < <e y e b x u dx s l y l u dx. .  .  .H H
V V
Normalising the eigenfunction u such that
< < 2u dx s 1H
V
and separating l into real and imaginary parts, l s a q b i, gives
yeyat sin bt B u s b , 10 .  .  .
where
< < 2B u s b x u dx. .  .H
V
From this it follows that
ate s t sinc bt ? B u - t *B s 1, .  . M
<  . <as B u F B and b / 0, and whereM
¡sin t .
, t / 0,~sinc t s . t¢
1, t s 0.
 . atSince, for nonnegative a s Re l , e is greater than or equal to one, the
result follows.
Two straightforward consequences of this result are that a stable sta-
 .tionary solution of 3 remains stable for small delays and that for an
 .equation of the general form of 1 , and under certain conditions, there
exists a minimum value of the delay such that below this level the
dimension of the centre and unstable manifolds of each equilibrium are
 .the same as in the case of 3 .
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 .COROLLARY 2.7. Let w be a stable hyperbolic stationary solution of 3
w .and assume that t g 0, t * , where t * is as in Theorem 2.6. Then w is also a
 .stable hyperbolic stationary solution of 1 .
 .COROLLARY 2.8. Assume that 3 has a finite number N of stationary
 4N Usolutions w . For each of these solutions, define t in the same way as t *j js1 j
in Theorem 2.6, and let
t U s min t U , j s 1, . . . , N . 4min j
Then,
N d w s N w , N d w s N w .  .  .  .q j q j 0 j 0 j
w U .for all j s 1, . . . , N and t g 0, t .min
 .In the case where b x is nonnegative, it is actually possible to improve
Theorem 2.6}see also Theorem 2.10.
 .COROLLARY 2.9. If b x G 0, then the result of Theorem 2.6 still holds,
pro¨ided
t *B s 1rj ,M
 .  .where yj is the global minimum of the function sinc y .
 .Proof. The proof is the same as before, except that now relation 10
 .can only be satisfied when sinc bt - 0.
 .Remark 2.2. It is clear that a more general condition is B u ) 0.
However, this will usually be quite difficult to verify in practice.
2.3. Other Stability Results
It is also possible to obtain some stability results which are independent
 .of the delay t . The first of these considers the case where b x is a
 .nonnegative function. This is related to the monotonicity of Eq. 1 in a
neighbourhood of the stationary solution and thus is actually a particular
w xcase of the results given in 14 for the more general situation of monotone
systems. However, the method used in the proof is different from that in
w x14 , and can be extended to other cases}see Theorem 2.12.
 .THEOREM 2.10. Let w be a stationary solution of 1 , and assume that
 .  .  .b x s D f x, w, w G 0. Then w is a stable solution of problem 3 if and3
 .only if it is stable solution of problem 1 .
This result is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the
following proposition.
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 .PROPOSITION 2.11. Let g be the first eigen¨alue of problem 5 and l an0
 .  .  .eigen¨alue of 4 . Then b x G 0 and g - 0 imply Re l - 0 for all0
positi¨ e t .
 .Proof. Multiplying Eq. 4 by u and integrating in V gives
< < 2 < < 2 ylty =u dx q a x u dx s l y e B u . .  .H H
V V
 .where B u is defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. As the left-hand
side is real, letting l s a q b i and normalising the eigenfunction yields
< < 2 < < 2 yaty =u dx q a x u dx s a y e cos bt B u .  .  .H H
V V
b q eya t sin bt B u s 0. .  .
 .Adding B u to both sides of the first equation, it follows from the
variational characterization of g that the left-hand side is now smaller0
than or equal to g . Hence,0
ya tg y a G B u 1 y e cos bt . 11 .  .  .0
 .  .As b x is nonnegative, B u will also be nonnegative, and one has that
when a G 0 the right-hand side becomes greater than or equal to zero.
This implies a F g - 0 which contradicts the assumption that a was0
nonnegative.
For general b, it is still possible to obtain a result that does not depend
on the delay, but only provided that B is kept small.M
 .THEOREM 2.12. Let w be a stationary solution of 1 and let g be as in0
 .  .Proposition 2.11. If b x s D f x, w, w is such that3
B - yg r2,M 0
then w is stable.
 .Proof. From 11 and assuming again that a G 0, one has that a y g0
F 2 B . Hence a F 2 B q g , which gives a contradiction, as the right-M M 0
hand side is negative.
It is possible to state another version of this result, involving the first
 .eigenvalue s of the operator A s D q a x . In this case, one obtains, by0
 .the same method, that if B - ys then all eigenvalues of problem 4M 0
have negative real parts. This result can now be interpreted as follows: if
 . yltthe norm of the perturbation term b x e u is smaller than the modulus
 .of the first negative eigenvalue of A, then there are no eigenvalues
crossing the imaginary axis}note that for nonnegative a the exponential
term has modulus less than or equal to one.
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3. BIFURCATION FROM STATIONARY SOLUTIONS IN
 .THE CASE b x ' b
In the case where b does not depend on x, it is possible to reduce the
 .study of the eigenvalue problem 4 to the study of the zeros of a
transcendental equation, as in the case of an ordinary differential equation
with delay. The following observation is both trivial and essential in what
follows.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that b x is constant, that is, b x ' b. Then
 .a complex number l is an eigen¨alue of 4 with eigenfunction u, if and only
if it satisfies
l s g q b eylt y 1 , 12 .  .
 .where g is an eigen¨alue of problem 5 , with the same eigenfunction.
Furthermore, there is only one eigenfunction corresponding to a pair of
complex conjugate eigen¨alues, and it can be chosen to be real.
From this one sees that for each real eigenvalue of the problem with no
delay, there now exists a countable family of eigenvalues corresponding to
 .the same real eigenfunction.
From the results of Section 2 it follows that the only way in which the
dimension of the centre manifold can be greater than one, while keeping
all other eigenvalues with negative real parts, is if all the eigenvalues g ofk
 .the associated problem 5 are smaller than or equal to zero. Actually, it
turns out that this case will also be subject to some restrictions. Also, by
Proposition 2.11, g - 0 for all k and b ) 0 imply that all the eigenvaluesk
 .of 4 will have negative real parts, irrespective of the value of t . Thus,
throughout this section it will be assumed that
 .  .H b x ' b - 0.
The idea here is to study the possible bifurcations of a stationary
 .solution as t is increased. Writing l s a q b i in 12 gives
ya ta s g q b e cos bt y 1 .
13 .
b s ybeyat sin bt . .
 .From this, it follows that an eigenvalue of 4 will have zero real part
 .a s 0 if and only if
g s b 1 y cos bt .
14 .
b s yb sin bt , .
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 .where g is an eigenvalue of 5 . If b / 0 satisfies the second equation,
then
2 2’cos bt s " 1 y b rb , .
 .and 14 can be rewritten as
2 2’g s b " b y b
15 .
b s yb sin bt , .
 .  .where the plus and minus signs correspond to cos bt ) 0 and cos bt -
0, respectively. Note that the exclusion of the case where b is zero is not
 .important, as this corresponds to g s 0 in 14 and all the eigenvalues of
 .5 are assumed to be negative.
 .In the first case, g must belong to the interval b, 0 for the system to
 .have a solution, while in the second it must lie in 2b, b . The idea is that if
 .b satisfies the second equation in 15 , then, by choosing g in an
appropriate way, the first equation will also be satisfied and l s "ib will
 .be a pair of complex eigenvalues of 4 , as yb will also be a solution,
corresponding to the conjugate eigenvalue. It is thus sufficient to look only
 .for positive solutions in b }note that the corresponding g is the same.
The main results are
THEOREM 3.2. Let n s 1 and m be a positi¨ e integer. Then there exists
t ) 0 and a function f of the form
f x , u , ¨ s a x u q b¨ q g x , u , .  .  .
 . 0 .  . 0, `  .  .with a x g C V , b - 0, and g x, u g C satisfying g x, 0 s g x, 0u
' 0, for which the following holds:
 .i The linear eigen¨alue problem associated with the linearisation
 . around the tri¨ ial solution of Eq. 1 has 2m eigen¨alues not counting
.multiplicities on the imaginary axis, "v i, " v i, . . . , " v i, where v )0 1 my1 j
0, j s 0, . . . , m y 1.
 .ii The number v , . . . , v are rationally independent.0 my1
 .  .iii As t increases through t , the tri¨ ial solution of 1 goes through a
bifurcation from 2 l eigen¨alues, where l is the sum of all the multiplicities of
the m eigen¨alues, and there exists an ordinary differential equation in R2 l
 .such that the flow of 1 on the centre manifold for this ¨alue of the parameter
is equi¨ alent to that of the ordinary differential equation.
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THEOREM 3.3. For any function f of the form abo¨e, the existence of 2m
 .  .nonzero eigen¨alues with zero real parts not counting multiplicities associ-
 .ated with the linearisation of 1 around the tri¨ ial solution implies the
 .  .existence of at least n m eigen¨alues with positi¨ e real parts, where n mq q
is gi¨ en by
¡ 2m y 1
, m odd,
2~n m s .q 2m
, m e¨en.¢ 2
If m s 1 and all other eigen¨alues ha¨e negati¨ e real parts, then the eigen¨al-
ues are simple and the associated eigenfunction is real and of one sign.
 .3.1. The zeros of b s yb sin bt
 .In this section the behaviour of solutions of the second equation in 14
is studied. The reason for doing so separately has already been pointed out
and is related to the fact that it is then possible to choose the values of g
so that the first equation is satisfied. Some of the results presented here
are trivial, but they will help to understand the behaviour of solutions of
 .14 .
The first important thing about this equation is the observation that all
solutions can be obtained from the first branch by a simple transformation.
ÄPROPOSITION 3.4. If b is a solution of
b sin bt s yb 16 .  .
for t s t , then it will also be a solution forÄ
Ä2kp tbÄ
t s t q , k g Z, k G y .Ä Ä 2pb
Remark 3.1. A similar result holds for the more general case of purely
 .imaginary eigenvalues of problem 4 .
Note that all these solutions will correspond to the same value of g in
 .  .15 , and thus to the same eigenvalue of 5 , in the sense of Proposition
3.1. Hence they all have the same eigenfunction.
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 4`PROPOSITION 3.5. There exists a monotone increasing sequence t j js0
 .  . "such that for t g t , t there exist 2 j q 1 positi¨ e solutions b , b ,j jq1 0 1
"  .. . . ,b of 16 . Each of these solutions is a continuous function of t , definedj
for t G t , and satisfiesj
 . q yi b s b for t s t , j s 1, 2, . . . andj j j
2p j 2 j q 1 p .y q- b t - b t - for t / t .  .j j jt t
 . " "ii b - b , for j - k, as long as both are defined.j k
 .  . " .iii lim b t s lim b t s 0.0 j
tª` tª`
 . yiv b is a decreasing function of t .j
 .Proof. Let y s bt . Then, since b / 0, Eq. 16 becomes
sinc y s y1rbt . 17 .  .
 . w .As t is increased from zero, a first positive solution appears, y g 0, p .0
This corresponds to the first branch of solutions, for which b is a function
of t . After that, as t continues to increase, positive solutions will start to
appear in pairs, y " , j s 1, 2, . . . . Each of these solutions is a continuousj
function of t , defined for t G t , and clearly, yqs yy for t s t andj j j j
y q  .  .2p j - y - y - 2 j q 1 p for t ) t . Dividing this by t yields i .j j j
The second result can be obtained in the same way, as y "- y ", forj k
 .  . yj - k. The limits in iii follow directly from i . Finally, note that y isj
q ydecreasing, while y is increasing. Hence b will also be decreasing.j j
y . q .PROPOSITION 3.6. Let w s b t s b t for j s 1, 2, . . . . Then w isj j j j j j
an increasing sequence of real numbers satisfying
lim w s yb.j
jª`
y . q . "Proof. Let z s y t s y t , where y is defined as in the proof ofj j j j j j
Proposition 3.5. Then each z corresponds to a double zero of the functionj
 .  .h z s z q bt sin z , and it follows that they must satisfy
z qbt sin z s 0 .j j j
1qbt cos z s 0. .j j
 .Taking into account that cos z ) 0, it then follows thatj
2 2 2cos z s 1 y z rb t . ’j j j
18 .1
cos z s y . .j bt j
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Combining both right-hand sides gives
1
2 2 2y s 1 y z rb t ,’ j jbt j
which can be solved with respect to t to give
2 2t s 1 q z rb .’ .j j
Then
< <z bj
w s s ,j 2t 1 q 1rzj ’ j
and, as z is clearly increasing to infinity as j goes to infinity, it followsj
< <that w is increasing to b .j
These points w correspond to the points in the plane tb , where thej
branches corresponding to by and bq touch. Note that there is noj j
equivalent to this in the first branch, b .0
To complete the picture, it remains to consider the monotonicity of the
functions b and bq.0 j
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let
4 j q 1 p .
Mt s .j < <2 b
Then each of the functions b and bq is increasing on the corresponding0 j
inter¨ al
Mt , t , j s 0, 1, . . . ,/j j
and decreasing on
t M , q` , j s 0, 1, . . . . .j
 M . q M . < <At the points of maximum, b t s b t s b .0 0 j j
 . < < < <Proof. From Eq. 16 it follows that b F b and that b s b if and only
if
bt s kp q pr2.
< <These clearly correspond to points of maximum, and substituting b for b
in this equation gives
4 j q 1 p .
Mt s ,j < <2 b
as desired.
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It remains to prove that these are the only points of extrema of these
 .functions. Differentiating 16 with respect to t gives
1 q t b cos bt b9 s yb cos bt , .  .
and so the only values at which b9 can be zero are those for which
 .cos bt vanishes. Since these correspond to the points of maxima already
considered, the result follows.
Remark 3.2. Note also that t - t M - t .j j jq1
From these results, it is now possible to draw the branches of solutions
 .of 16 in the plane tb-see Fig. 2. The portions of each branch up to the
 .point of maximum correspond to points where cos bt ) 0, while the
 .remaining portions correspond to points for which cos bt - 0. Thus, in
 .the former case the first equation in 15 becomes
2 2’g s b q b y b ,
while in the latter case one has
2 2’g s b y b y b .
FIG. 2. Graphs of the functions b and b ".0 j
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3.2. Eigen¨alues with Positi¨ e and Zero Real Parts
 .For each value of t on the interval t , t , j s 0, 1, . . . , there are thusj jq1
 .2 j q 1 possible positive solutions of the second equation in 15 . Substitut-
ing each of these back in the first equation the plus and minus signs being
.chosen in an appropriate way gives a corresponding sequence of values
for g , say g 0, g 1, . . . , g 2 jq1. Note that all these will be negative, as b - 0.
 .PROPOSITION 3.8. Assume that n s 1 and that H holds. Then, gi¨ en
 .any positi¨ e integer m, it is possible to choose the function a x and the delay
 .t such that all the eigen¨alues g of the operator D q a x q b are negati¨ e,k
 . and the eigen¨alue problem 4 has precisely 2m eigen¨alues not counting
.multiplicities on the imaginary axis. Furthermore, these 2m eigen¨alues can
 .be chosen such that they correspond to the first m eigen¨alues of 5 .
Proof. Let b be any negative real number and choose t such that there
exist at least m intersections of the vertical line b s t with the curves b0
and b " }see Fig. 2. This gives a sequence of numbers in b ,j
 .v , v , . . . , v , which, when substituted into the first equation in 140 1 my1
will, in turn, give a corresponding sequence 0 ) g ) g ) ??? ) g . By0 1 my1
 .  w xchoosing the function a x properly see 16 , and also the remark follow-
.ing this proof and the comments in Section 4 , it is possible to make the
 .  4my 1eigenvalue problem 5 have g as its first m eigenvalues, whilej js0
g - 2b for j G m. This proves the result, as l s "v i will now satisfyj j
 .Eq. 12 when g is substituted by g for all j s 0, . . . , m y 1.j
Remark 3.3. This is the only result for which it is necessary to include
the hypothesis that n is one. This restriction is due to the fact that there is
no equivalent of the inverse spectral result used in the proof for general n.
However, it should also be noted that the result used need not be as strong
w xas the one presented in 16 , as only a finite number of eigenvalues is
under consideration.
It is of course also necessary to know the direction in which these
imaginary eigenvalues actually cross the imaginary axis, and with which
speed they do so, as the delay is increased. It turns out that the derivative
of the real part of l with respect to t is in fact positive, and so all the





 .Proof. Differentiating the second equation in 13 with respect to t
gives
ya tb 9 s be a q ta 9 y b q tb9 cos bt . .  .
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 .At a s 0, and taking into account that at this point b s yb sin bt , one
obtains
1 q bt cos bt b9 s ybta 9 y bb cos bt . 19 .  .  .
 .Proceeding in the same way for the first equation in 13 gives
1 q bt cos bt a 9 s b b q tb9 .  .
and
a 9 b
b9 s 1 q bt cos bt y . .
bt t
 .Substituting this back into 19 finally yields, after some manipulation,
b 2
a 9 s .2 2 21 q bt cos bt q b t .
Since b / 0, the result follows.
 .PROPOSITION 3.10. Assume that H holds and that the eigen¨alue prob-
 .  . lem 4 has 2m nonzero eigen¨alues on the imaginary axis not counting
.  .multiplicities for some ¨alue of the delay t . Then, there are at least n mq
 .eigen¨alues with positi¨ e real parts, where n m is defined in Theorem 3.3.q
 .Proof. Assume that there are 2m nonzero eigenvalues with zero real
parts for t s t *, and denote them by "v i, " v i, . . . , " v i. These0 1 my1
 .correspond to m positive solutions of Eq. 16 . It is easy to see from Fig. 2
 . " . < <and also from Proposition 3.4 that, for any solution b t * s v , therej k
< <exist j other intersections in the plane tb of the line b s v with thek
 . " .curves b t and b t , i s 1, . . . , j y 1, for t - t *. Assuming that the0 i
m intersections for t s t * occur on the first m curves b , b ", it follows,0 k
from Proposition 3.9, that there must exist at least
2m y 1 m y 1 m y 1
2 1 q 1 q 2 q 2 q ??? q q s .  .  /2 2 2
eigenvalues with positive real parts if m is odd, and
2m m m m
2 1 q 1 q 2 q 2 q ??? q y 1 q y 1 q s .  .  /  / /2 2 2 2
if m is even. Clearly if some of the eigenvalues correspond to intersections
with curves other than the first m, then the same argument gives that the
number of eigenvalues with positive real part will have to be larger than
 .n m .q
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Remark 3.4. Clearly both this result and Theorem 3.3 can be improved
by taking into account the multiplicities of the eigenvalues g .k
PROPOSITION 3.11. If , in Proposition 3.10, m s 1 and all other eigen¨al-
ues ha¨e negati¨ e real parts, then the real eigenfunction associated with this
 .pair of simple complex eigen¨alues is of one sign.
Proof. Since all other eigenvalues have negative real parts, by Theorem
2.1 it follows that g - 0. Also, as g ) g for all k ) 0, one has from the0 0 k
 .  .first equation in 15 that g must lie in 2b, 0 .0
Since an eigenvalue associated with one of the curves b " implies, byj
the argument used in the proof of Proposition 3.10, that there exist
eigenvalues with positive real parts, it follows that the pair of purely
imaginary eigenvalues must be associated with the curve b . The result0
now follows from Proposition 3.9 and the fact that when g decreases from
0 to 2b, the corresponding value of b travels along the curve b , from the0
left to the right. Hence the smallest value of t must correspond to g , and0
is thus associated with an eigenfunction of one sign. Also, the fact that g0
is a simple eigenvalue implies that the corresponding eigenvalues will also
be simple.
3.3. Rational Independence of Eigen¨alues with Zero Real Part
The purpose of this section is to show that it is possible to choose the
value of t in Proposition 3.8 such that the m real numbers v , . . . , v0 my1
are in fact rationally independent. Although the result is probably true for
 .the case of eigenvalues which correspond to the first m eigenvalues of 5 ,
 y4the proof presented here only applies for one of the sequences b orj
 q4b separately.j
 .PROPOSITION 3.12. Let I s t , t for some k g N and t ) t . Then,k k k k k
the set of ¨alues of t in I for which the numbers b , by, . . . , by arek 0 1 k
rationally dependent has measure zero. A similar result holds for the sequence
b , bq, . . . , by.0 1 k
Proof. In order for these numbers to be rationally dependent, there
have to exist integers p , . . . , p , not all zero, and such that0 k
p b q p byq ??? qp by s 0. 20 .0 0 1 1 k k
Since b and the by 's are continuous functions of t , either the p 's are0 j j
constant, or, if they also change with t , the result follows, as then they can
also be chosen to be continuous functions of the delay. It is thus sufficient
 .to show that 20 cannot hold with constant coefficients, for t g I .k
 .Differentiating 20 with respect to t and assuming that the p 's arej
constant gives
p b 9 q p by 9 q ??? qp by 9 s 0. .  .  .0 0 1 1 k k
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 y.Since all these derivatives are bounded on I , with the exception of b 9k k
which satisfies
lim by 9 s y`, .kqtªtm
it follows that p must be zero. But this means that b , by, . . . , byk 0 1 ky1
satisfy
p b 9 q p by 9 q ??? qp by 9 s 0. 21 .  . .  .0 0 1 1 ky1 ky1
From the implicit function theorem for analytic functions, one has that
y y  .b ,b , . . . , b are analytic for t ) t . Hence, condition 21 must also0 1 ky1 ky1
be satisfied on this interval. Thus the same argument can now be applied
to obtain that p must be zero. Continuing like this, one obtains thatky1
 .the only way in which 20 can be satisfied with constant coefficients is to
have p s 0 for all j s 0, 1, . . . , k.j
3.4. Proof of Theorems 3.2 and 3.43
The results from the previous sections can now be put together to prove
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 3.2. Parts i and ii follow directly from Propositions
 .  . w x3.8 and 3.12. Part iii is a consequence of i and the results in 12 .
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The first part of the theorem follows directly
from Proposition 3.10, while the second is a consequence of Proposition
3.11.
4. DISCUSSION
The stability results of Section 2 show that the presence of one delay or,
.in some cases, of a finite number of discrete delays cannot be used in
order to stabilize a stationary solution. For small delays, the results from
w xSection 2.2, together with those in 7 , show that the behaviour in this case
is very much like the one when there is no delay.
From this, it is clear that, as far as stability of stationary solutions is
concerned, the combined presence of delay and diffusion does not produce
any effect which is not already present when these two different types of
mechanisms are considered separately. In particular, this stability is not
affected for small delays, and the solutions which may be stable are the
same as in the case of diffusion equations.
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Regarding the bifurcation into other type of solutions, Theorem 3.2
 .  .shows that for the special case where f x, u, ¨ is of the form a x u q b¨
 .q g x, u , it is possible to have a more complicated type of solutions
arising from the trivial solution than in the case where diffusion is not
present. This shows that here the two effects combine to produce some-
thing which did not exist previously. However, it has also been seen that
these will be quite restricted, and, in particular, if there are more than two
 .nonzero eigenvalues on the imaginary axis then they will have to be
unstable}Theorem 3.3.
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are several open problems
related to this. In the first place, there is the question of whether it
remains true when b is allowed to depend on the space variable. In this
case, the eigenfunctions associated with the problem with delay will not be
 . the same as those of the operator D q a x in particular they may now be
.  .complex , and it is no longer possible to reduce the eigenvalue problem 4
to a countable family of transcendental equations. In the terminology of
w x  .12 , the delay part in 4 now mixes the different modes associated to the
elliptic operator. Thus far, there seem to exist no results in the literature
for this case.
Associated with this, there is also the question of what happens in the
  ..case of a spatially autonomous equation f s f u, ¨ , when the bifurcation
is from a nontrivial solution. In this case b will, in general, depend on x,
and so it is not completely clear whether a similar instability result will
hold or not. There is also the question of whether it will be possible, under
these conditions, to ensure that there is an arbitrarily high number of
rationally independent eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
It should also be pointed out that Theorem 3.2 is, in some sense, a linear
result. What is meant by this is that it does not give any information as to
what happens in the nonlinear case. In particular, it does not say whether
the trajectories which exist for the linear equation will persist in the
nonlinear case. In order to answer this question, it is necessary to obtain
w xresults similar to those in 8, 17 , for instance, regarding the type of
higher-order terms which is possible to obtain by controlling the nonlinear
 .term in 1 . From the results for the flow of delay-diffusion equation on
w xcentre manifolds given in 12 , it is not even completely clear that any jet
can be realized just by adjusting the nonlinear term in the case where
there is only one delay. This happens because the form obtained for the
ordinary differential equation which determines the flow on the centre
manifold will include a certain number of coupled nonlinear terms, while
the number of degrees of freedom available is fixed.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the restriction imposed on the
space dimension in Proposition 3.8 is only due to the lack of a similar
inverse result in higher dimensions. This seems to be only of a technical
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 .but difficult nature. It would also be of interest to know how large the set
 .of functions a x which have the required properties is, in the one-dimen-
sional case.
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